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Global Industrie expands its measurement scope by
joining Measurement World 2022
May 17-20, 2022, Paris Nord-Villepinte

In 2022, Measurement World – the international event for players in the measurement
industry (analysis / control /optics / process / vision) – will add to the measurement
players typically represented at Global Industrie. Exclusive content will be proposed in
addition to this specialised offering, including the International GAS Analysis 2022
Symposium.

A market environment conducive to new opportunities
The exceptional situation in 2021 has significantly changed the events landscape and given rise to
unique associations. Indeed, the joint holding of Global Industrie and Measurement World 2021 in
Lyon, has demonstrated the relevance of creating synergies between the measurement sector and
that of industrial development. This mutually beneficial initiative was welcomed positively by the
participants (exhibitors, visitors, attendees, partners) who were keen to perpetuate and amplify this
approach.
Driven by this enthusiasm, in 2022, Measurement World becomes an integral part of Global
Industrie in Paris. This broadened horizon brings together industrial users, experts, academics,
manufacturers, contractors, international and institutional laboratories, and promotes French and
European technological know-how, related in particular to instrumentation, metrology and analysis.
Also, as a springboard to launch innovations and a monitoring tool for the sector, it offers a unique
opportunity to see, touch and understand the scope of the technological solutions and contributions
of measurement (control, optimisation, productivity, quality, reliability, effective use of data...)
dedicated to the different industry sectors.

A place for exchanges and encounters between industry and research
The exhibition’s format combining exhibitions, demonstrations, business meetings, expert content,
also hosting a scientific congress, make it an appealing common focal point for industry and
research.
For this edition, the CFM (Collège Français de Métrologie) will organise le Symposium international
GAS Analysis 2022, with 300 participants from metrology research laboratories and major accounts
users in the gas analysis sector.
Considered to be the best exchange forum for the latest developments and applications in the
industry, GAS Analysis draws experts, regulation makers, technical managers, research labs,

industrial manufacturers, and users. The symposium will address three main application axes:
Environment, Energy/BioGas and Health.
Offering conferences, tutorials, an exhibition section at the venue, as well as social networking
events, the programme will address the latest developments in gas metrology, energy transition,
industrial innovation, and air quality.
In parallel, a 4-day programme of technical conferences open to all will be presented by EMVA
(European Machine Vision Association), LCIE BUREAU VERITAS and the CFM (Collège Français de
Métrologie).

Key figures
Global Industrie 2022
2,300 exhibitors
40,000 visitors
100,000 sqm exhibition space

Measurement at Global Industrie 2022
200 exhibitors
3,500 visitors for Measurement World in
2021.
Measurement World becomes an annual
event.
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